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Goals for the Summit
•
 
Convene researchers, member representatives, 
and others interested in enterprise transformation
•
 




Illustrate the diversity of LAI research
•
 
Convey how research creates knowledge that 
leads to deployment and transformation
•
 




Gather feedback, suggestions, and ideas
•
 
Stimulate support for and engagement in research 
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Research accomplishments and plans
5.
 
Modes of research –
 
engaging with LAI
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1. The Challenges of Complex Enterprises 































and waste reduction to value creation
•
 
Balancing needs of multiple stakeholders
 
working across  
boundaries
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Implementation 
Issue
How do I transform my 
enterprise to lean?
What analytical tools can 
I use to support my 
decision making?










7 Principles of Lean 
Enterprise Thinking
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Source: D. Nightingale and J.K Srinivasan, MIT 2008
6.
 Cultivate leadership 
to support and drive 
enterprise behaviors.
5.
 Ensure stability and flow 
within and across the 
enterprise.
4.








 Identify relevant stakeholders 
and determine their 
value propositions.
1.
 Adopt a holistic approach 
to enterprise 
transformation.
7 Principles of 
Lean Enterprise Thinking
7.
 Emphasize organizational 
learning.

































































Monitor & Measure the Outcomes
•
 









Planning and Execution Cycles











































































Identify Key Enterprise Improvement Focus Areas
•
 
Determine Impact Upon Enterprise Performance
•
 




Lean Enterprise Transformation Roadmap
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Enterprise Architecting Framework
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Our Place At The Leading Edge
•
 
Involvement and influence in professional associations
•
 
NAE, INCOSE, Academy of Management, IIE, AIAA, ASME, IEEE
•
 
Lean SE working group created in INCOSE
•
 






Conference program committees (e.g., Conference on Systems 
Engineering research, COCOMO forum on cost modeling)
•
 
Systems Engineering & Architecting doctoral student network
•
 









Recognition and requests for help from industry, government, 
consulting, and educational institutions who recognize LAI as 
leaders in lean enterprise transformation and complex systems 
research
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Identify gaps in knowledge,       












findings into usable tools
Needs
Identification
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1.




operates within its 
larger context?
2.
How can I define and 
evaluate the future
 
possibilities for a 
more efficient and 
effective enterprise?
3.
What are the most 
effective strategies
 
and tactics to achieve 
these future 
possibilities for my 
enterprise?
4.








the Transformation Imperative 




























































































JK Srinivasan  
Ricardo Valerdi
Ricardo Valerdi JK Srinivasan
Hugh McManus




SE Leading Indicators 
Guide 
PDVSM / LEPD/PDTTL
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LAI Research Agenda: 










Studies of ESE Practices 
(with MITRE)
1.
How can I understand 
the way my organization 
currently operates
 
within its larger context?
2.
How can I 
define and evaluate the 
future possibilities
 
for a more efficient and 
effective enterprise?
3.
What are the most 
effective strategies
 
and tactics to achieve 
these future possibilities 
for my enterprise? 
4.













IT as Enterprise Enabler 
•
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4.8 FTE Researchers (6 people)
•
 
3.9 FTE Students paid by LAI
•
 












7 graduates with full or partial support
•
 
13 new research studies added to LAI web site
•
 
38 conference papers; 8 journal papers published
•
 









18 working papers/white papers
• 42 reports 
• 122 conference papers
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Case studies of enterprise transformation (UTC ACE, Rockwell 
Collins), collaborative systems thinking (12 cases), visual 
metrics (Raytheon), cost model development (BAE), lean 
software enterprises (3 cases)
•
 
Leading Indicators Version 2.0 developed and several 
workshops to transfer knowledge
•
 




5 Knowledge Exchange Events on various topics (held at Pratt 
& Whitney, Lockheed Martin, Raytheon, US Army, MIT)
•
 
Lean PD benchmarking events at Boeing and Raytheon
•
 
2nd annual joint MIT-MITRE conference on enterprise modeling
•
 





Collaborations, e.g., INCOSE Lean Enablers for SE working 
group, MIT-MITRE Enterprise Dynamic Modeling
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Research Plans for 2009+
•
 
Case studies (UTC Internal Audit, Homogeneous 
Metals, ACE OS, TMC Engineering; Deficiency 
Reporting cross-organizational in USAF, DCMA, 
Pratt&Whitney; Rockwell Collins; system of 
systems PD management at US Army)
•
 








Leading Indicators 2.0 to be published
•
 
Develop roadmap to enable rapid certification of 
aerospace software (with Boeing Phantom Works)
•
 
Portfolio risk management (USAF)
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Research Plans for 2009+, cont.
•
 










Explore new research opportunities (US Army, 




Journal of Enterprise Transformation begins with 
Debbie and Ricardo as Editors
•
 
Papers, books, student theses in process
•
 
Collaborations (e.g., McKinsey and high-
 performance PD practices)
































































case studies of 
successful 
transformations, 
develops a change 













and evaluation of 
alternative 
architectures
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2009 Knowledge Exchange Events
•
 






Using LESAT for Transformation (5/14, MIT)
•
 














Sharing Lean Change Stories Through the Lens of 
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5. Modes of Research












Supporting enterprise architecting and transformation
•
 
Competency and Collaboration Models
•
 









Learning from Communities of Practice and 
Benchmarking
